
Born from the legacy of the acclaimed MIGHTY 20 BT, the NUX

MIGHTY 20 MKII marks a significant evolution in sonic

capability. Seamlessly transitioning from the intimate confines of

bedroom practice to the grandeur of commanding center stage

performances, the MIGHTY 20 MKII ensures a dynamic and

versatile sonic experience at every turn.

With a focus on quality and power, this amplifier embodies a

new era in musical expression, delivering a seamless and

unparalleled journey for musicians ready to elevate their craft.
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HIGHLIGHTS

TS/AC-HD WHITE-BOX ALGORITHM:
PREMIER MODELING EXCELLENCE

This algorithm isn't just about replicating tones; it embodies a

philosophy—a belief that “Chaos makes the muse,” mirroring

the analog chaos response for authentic playability. Each tweak

of the knob sets off a ripple effect, akin to the nuanced behavior

of analogue circuits, providing real-time, interconnected

feedback.

In a world of linear digital systems, this algorithm breaks free,

offering a dynamic, responsive experience that echoes the

nuances of a genuine tube amplifier.

VAST ASSORTMENT OF EFX

Explore the extensive selection of fully routable guitar effects

blocks, a diverse arsenal designed to amplify your creativity.

With 13 distinct dirt pedals, 5 variations of delay, 5 reverbs to

envelop your sound, 2 precise EQs, 3 compressors for dynamic

control, 1 noise gate, and a versatile filter, our collection offers

unrivaled sonic versatility.

Each effect block seamlessly integrates and interacts within

your setup, allowing you to craft your ideal tone effortlessly.

From sculpting distortion to shaping pristine echoes and adding

depth with reverberations, the MIGHTY 20 MKII’s effects blocks

are your tools for sonic exploration, providing the flexibility to

create your signature sound with ease.
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7 CHANNELS WITH PRO SCENES

Discover true versatility with the MIGHTY 20 MKII's 7 fully

customizable Channels/Presets with Pro Scenes which are

easily switchable for stage-ready performance. Switch

effortlessly between various effects and amp settings, including

different amp types.

Enjoy seamless transitions with almost no latency, ensuring

your performance flows smoothly. Plus, the Pro Scenes

preserve delay and reverb trails when switching presets, adding

a professional touch to your sound.

From tweaking effects to changing amp configurations, the

MIGHTY 20 MKII's Pro Scenes offer precise control and

immediate responsiveness, perfect for live performances.

BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY WITH THE
NUX NBT-1 BLUETOOTH MODULE

Elevate your connectivity game with the MIGHTY 20 MKII's

NUX NBT-1 Bluetooth Module, an external accessory that

effortlessly connects via USB C and is INCLUDED with your

amp. Seamlessly tap into the power of Bluetooth MIDI and

audio streaming capabilities, granting you versatile control and

creativity.

This module transforms your amp into a hub of

possibilities—wirelessly control and tweak settings using

Bluetooth MIDI, on your phone or enjoy high-quality audio

streaming from your smartphone, tablet, or any Bluetooth-

enabled device.
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TOTAL EDITING CONTROL

Elevate your tone tweaking experience with the MIGHTY 20

MKII's MIGHTY EDITOR™ editing software for your computer

and the MightyAmp™ App, compatible with both Android and

iOS devices. These tools offer more than just sound

adjustments; they are your gateway to sonic creativity.

With them, you can not only fine-tune your tone to perfection,

whether at your desk or on the go, but also save and recall your

favorite presets. This feature allows you to effortlessly switch

between your customized sounds, ensuring your ideal tone is

always at hand.

Additionally, you have the freedom to reorder signal blocks,

giving you the power to shape your sound's character and flow.

The combination of the MIGHTY EDITOR software and the

Mighty Amp App transforms your smartphone into a command

center for your musical expression, making intricate sound

adjustments both accessible and intuitive.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

20 watts bedroom Modeling Amplifier

TSAC-HD (White-Box) Amp Modeling algorithm offers realistic playability & feedback

Pedal-friendly amp that works well with your favorite external pedals

7 presets with ACTIVE and Pro SCENE functions

GATE, COMP, EFX, AMP, EQ, MOD, DLY, RVB effect blocks with free order

60s phrase loop with auto tempo detection and drum machine

Intuitive Mighty Amp™ App & Mighty Editor™ edit software

Included NBT-1 Bluetooth Module for Bluetooth MIDI & Audio Stream

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Impedance 1M?

AUX In Impedance 9.1K?

Earphone Output 280mW+280mW(To 33 ohms load)

Sampling Rate 48KHz/32-bit

System Latency 1.42ms

Speaker 8" / 4? / 20W

Dimensions 380mm(L) x 186mm(W) x 340mm(H)
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